Kiva Presents
Famed Baritone
Ex-GI To Sing At All School Assembly; Acclaimed by Midwest Music Critics
Joseph Cole, the young New York baritone who has sung before President Truman and General George C. Marshall, will give a concert in the gymnasium at 11 a.m. next Tuesday. This assembly is an all-school affair sponsored by Kiva, whose goal is to serve as a medium for the cultural interests of the student body.

Following a Chicago concert in late 1945, Mr. Cole was chosen the "Outstanding Vocalist" by the Herald American, and later starred in the radio series "Midwest Orchestrals." He was invited to sing at the New York City Opera, and in 1946 he was one of the first American singers to tour with the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra.

JOSHDUB, 'Wait,' is the famous baritone's second tour of the United States. He will perform in concert with the New York City Symphony Orchestra in Carnegie Hall next month.

It Ain't Human
Students are constantly challenged to think about the ethics of modern technology. The Kiva Club, a student organization dedicated to promoting a humanistic approach to science and technology, has organized a series of lectures and discussions to explore these issues.

Jim Brophy, Bob Cunningham Appointed Technette Editors
Jim Brophy, "the voice of the student," and Bob Cunningham, "the voice of the professor," have been appointed editors of Technette, the student newspaper. Their goal is to provide a platform for students to express their views on technology and its impact on society.

Junior Week Plan Is Progressing
Planning of a new and better Junior Week for this year is now in progress. The planning committee has met several times to discuss the various activities and ensure that the week is both enjoyable and educational.

Music Honorary Pledges Four; Bylaws Approved
Four new members were elected as pledges in the Music Honorary Society. The bylaws of the society were approved, ensuring a smooth operation for the year.

ITSA Auction Gathers $50
The ITSA auction, which took place last weekend, raised $50. The items sold included books, records, and other miscellaneous items.

Pre-Registration Service
The pre-registration service for next semester is now available. Students are encouraged to take advantage of this service to ensure a smooth transition to the next semester.

THE PBX CLUB, one of the clubs of the student organization which will serve to promote student life, has two members on page 2.
**Is The Doctor In?**

Men injured in campus playing in intramural and intercollegiate athletics have been refused service beyond first aid by the Medical Director at IIT. III will between students and the medical department has been created as the result.

When Technology News first heard of this condition we too fell the service. We asked Investigation proves the doctor is acting entirely under the terms for which he was hired. Legally he is at fault.

The basic fault lies in the terms of the contract.

Technology News feels that students should be insured while enrolled at IIT. Such insurance policies should include both hospitalization and an indemnity for any injury that he is being paid.

WILL HANAHAN, Sailor and French Swim Suit Expert, IS SAM Guiding Light

If in the future, you see a tanned old salt sitting on a pool railing with a hand and pushing a slide rule, that's you, you'll probably be looking at Will Hanahan. WILL doesn't wear any clothes (except perhaps French bathing suit) as long as he is fishing for a better position and a given fact situation.

Intelligent Members

W. Hanahan, a member of the American Society for the Advancement of Management, was chairman of the committee which advised the president of the university, who, in turn, appointed Mr. Hanahan as a member of the committee which set up the plan.

**Spotlighted**

When the Thomas Committee began its investigation of the activities of the Student Association... One man's opinion is not enough, according to the committee's findings. The committee should not be satisfied with the mere statement of a few facts. It must be satisfied with the facts themselves. The committee should not be satisfied with the mere statement of a few facts. It must be satisfied with the facts themselves. The committee should not be satisfied with the mere statement of a few facts. It must be satisfied with the facts themselves.

**Slipstick**

Backyard: What kind of a character are you, please?

Nathan: Well, as a slipstick...

Hart: Yeah, I'm the genuine man's daughter.

Backyard: Then I'm all right, baby. You seem to be rather...

Hart: I...
22 Techawks In College

"Who's Who"

Righteous Techawks and their re-
wards have been chosen to represent
TIF in the forthcoming issue of "Who's
Who" in American University and Col-
grae.

This selection gives them mem-
bership in a group of students con-
tributed to the literature and the life of
the college in a manner that is to be
expected of economy. The list includes:
Warren Olsson, Albert W. Gilchrist,
Russell Bostick, Robert G. Kramp,
Ronald Brown, Willard G. Gump.

The following names are thought
worth mentioning:

Andrew B. Amsden, Arthur N. Ams-
den, Robert Amsden, Charles Ams-
den, John Amsden, Henry Amsden.

Pledge Entertainment

At Sorority Affairs

Sigma Kappa

Jenna Kingaman recently sponsored
her 2nd Annual "House Dance" for
members and guests of the auto-
mobile club and its officers. The
function was held in the Keppel
Park field house, 60 West Whittier.

The dance featured a raffle, a disco
party, and a guest speaker, who
spoke on "The Psychology of the
Psychologist." The event was a
success, with many members and
guests attending.

Quizzes By The Ton Supplied By The
Department Of Office Services

Many students have been trying to
solve the puzzles supplied by the
Department of Office Services.

extends the opportunity for all stu-
dents to participate in the fun and
enjoyment of solving the puzzles.

Tech Campus Giards

As Winter Arrives

By Andy Arians

The Tech campus is a winter
paradise. With the snow falling on
the ground, the trees are covered in
white, creating a beautiful scene.

The campus is decorated with
lights and ornaments, adding to the
spiritual feeling. The students are
excited to be on campus during this
season.

The weather is cold, and the
students are dressed accordingly.

Christmas Cards

We wish you a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year! Yvonne Baker, Tech
Student Union, 112.

Alpha Phi Omega
again presents
high quality
Christmas Cards

one week delivery
on sale from 10 am to 3 p.m.
in the South Union Lobby
engraved cards

PAUSE FOR COKE

HELPS MOTORISTS

DRIVE REFRESHED

Wish your friends a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year with Alpha Phi Omega
Christmas Cards. They are available one
week only, so act quickly! Yvonne Baker,
Tech Student Union, 112.

The Tech campus is decorated with
lights and ornaments, adding to the
spiritual feeling. The students are
excited to be on campus during this
season.

The weather is cold, and the
students are dressed accordingly.

Christmas Cards

We wish you a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year! Yvonne Baker, Tech
Student Union, 112.
Techmen Talk

quantitative analysis homework affect your weekend plans?

Our Admissions, Junior Editor:

I usually plan my homework so that it is out of the way by Friday so that I can plan to come home over the weekend. As long as I have homework, homework doesn't affect my plans. If it affects your

The Cape Of The Sprit Index

Herb Sachs, Senior Techewch, Gets A Break; Solution Found To Major Campus Problem

For 97 years students have been trying to devise a system that makes academic life less impossible until Herbert Sachs, senior term E.E., got a novel idea.

"Yes," explained Herb, "My father is a professor of electrical engineering and he always has had the knack of making homework problems easy to solve."

Although quite depressed during the week, he was usually satisfied with the homework he left for the weekend. As long as he had homework, he was not disturbed by it.

Charles Grinnell, Soph Chew Maj: I was so pleased I found out that my science was quite toizable. I can have had for the weekend when homework necessitates

Although quite depressed during the week, I was usually satisfied with the homework I left for the weekend. As long as I had homework, I was not disturbed by it.

Although quite depressed during the week, I was usually satisfied with the homework I left for the weekend. As long as I had homework, I was not disturbed by it.

Although quite depressed during the week, I was usually satisfied with the homework I left for the weekend. As long as I had homework, I was not disturbed by it.

Although quite depressed during the week, I was usually satisfied with the homework I left for the weekend. As long as I had homework, I was not disturbed by it.

Although quite depressed during the week, I was usually satisfied with the homework I left for the weekend. As long as I had homework, I was not disturbed by it.
Nelleie Finally Cuts More Wax; Herman Lays Another Egg
By Syl Barter and Jim Vangerhorst

We'll cut out the grading this week and get down to business. Here we go...

Woody Herman has eight sides in Columbia's "Right Shades of Blue" album. Don't get excited—it's not Herman music. It's the band's last two sides and those are the ones right now being played. The people who heard her last side, and she got an overnight success. Then came a long wait—until we were rather new tunes. Maybe those past few hours haven't given enough... but they passed up about six weeks in which Nelleie record would have had the record stores in town long before it had a release date. At long last, a new one can now start: "My Father's Day" chores by "You But Twisted Yourself, Bob." Get it—it's mighty good.

Francois Craig—Another of the "best things on record" is going the way of Jan August—make a hit record and then give it no credit. Craig's latest, "Tears on Parade," is just like "He's Mighty Good." Ten hat that these guys aren't really that a record is good one—but it isn't.

IIT Community Fund Drive Nets $3816
A total of $3,816 was contributed by employees and students of Illinois Tech to the 1947 Community Fund Drive, which was just completed. Of this sum $2,093 was from Institute employees and the remaining $1,723 was raised from student contributions.

This year's return, which exceeded those of 1946 by $600 and were almost double those of 1944, was characterized by the drive's general chairman, Professor E. C. Sponer, Chairman of the Frederik drawing department, as "a remarkable and gratifying".

Contributions from employees were spotlighted by the fact that the goal of 9% participation for employees as set by Community Fund headquarters was exceeded, with 92% of 1,000 employees making contributions.

The student body drive was under the chairmanship of Carol Mose.

"SUNDAY NIGHT"
TICKETS 50c UNTIL 8:15 PM
DANCE $1.50 UNTIL 11:30 PM

"House of the Stars"
DANCE "SUNDAY NIGHT"
DICK BARRIE AND HIS ORCHESTRA
from the Famous Whisper Room Hollywood, California

LADIES 75c, MEN $1.00
(two, everyone)

A spectacular buffet of fine foods and wines will be served by the Sir Walter's Club, under the guidance of the Sir Walter's Club, under the guidance of the Sir Walter's Club, under the guidance of the Sir Walter's Club.

The BAL TABANIR Ballroom
OF THE HOTEL SHERMAN
BROOKLYN AND CLARE

Take Notice of this Record
"It's Joe Money's Latest Decca Disk
"Lazy Country Side"

I know from experience CAMELS suit me best!
Alumni Test Varsity Basketeers Tonight

Junior Gremlins, Senior Mechs Win Titles

Champions To Meet In Clash

BY LAKE BEARDSLEY

The Junior Gremlins edged the South Arrows 8 to 9. Friday, to take the National League title—while the Senior Mechs rallied from the Municipal League final by winning the Class B crown 18 to 9. The South Arrows and Crown Greyes played solidly in their respective divisions.

Led by their standout performances of Barry Morrell and Ray Halls, the Gremlins dominated play throughout the entire season. But they powered over scores only to have them called back because of futile penalties.

The winning "break" occurred near the end of the first half with the Arrows owning the ball deep in their backcourt. The ball was marked off, and finding no receiver, the ball was driven into the lane. The ball was knocked down by the unassuming Halls, but he did make a hero of himself in the end as a score.

With Barry and Paul Peterson feeding the attack the Arrows fought hard, only to have the Mechs overcome by their man, and the Mechs' 17th straight victory over the Crown Greyes. The win was the 17th straight for the Mechs and their second over the Gremlins, Arrows, and North Greyes, having won those two games by a 5-10-2 score, and the 17th straight over the Crown Greyes.

The "hot" Senior Mechs kept it up all night, outscoring the Arrows 18 to 9 in the first half of the National League finals and then finding their footing in the second half.

Players burst of Branagh

This is the game that will live forever in the memories of these splendid athletes. All through the years, and as the Gremlins and Mechs play their games, the fans will remember this night as one of their finest.

Men's, women's teams draw big crowds

Football.

Alex Houston

With a strong showing in the National League finals, the Gremlins emerged victorious.

The Gremlins, led by Barry and Ray Halls, fought their way to a 18 to 9 win over the South Arrows. The Gremlins outscored the Arrows 18 to 9 in the second half, and held them scoreless in the third quarter.

The Gremlins will meet the Crown Greyes in the National League finals. The Greyes, led by Alex Houston, will attempt to stop the Gremlins' 17th straight victory over the Greyes.
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The National League finals will be held on Saturday, with the Gremlins facing the Crown Greyes. The Greyes, led by Alex Houston, will attempt to stop the Gremlins' 17th straight victory over the Greyes.
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The Gremlins will meet the Crown Greyes in the National League finals. The Greyes, led by Alex Houston, will attempt to stop the Gremlins' 17th straight victory over the Greyes.

The Gremlins, led by Barry and Ray Halls, fought their way to a 18 to 9 win over the South Arrows. The Gremlins outscored the Arrows 18 to 9 in the second half, and held them scoreless in the third quarter.

The Gremlins will meet the Crown Greyes in the National League finals. The Greyes, led by Alex Houston, will attempt to stop the Gremlins' 17th straight victory over the Greyes.
Let's Get Together

PHILIP MORRIS is so much better to smoke!

PHILIP MORRIS offers the smoker an extra-smoothness found in no other cigarette. For PHILIP MORRIS is the ONE, the ONLY cigarette recognized by leading nose and throat specialists as definitely less irritating.

Remember: Less irritation means more smoking enjoyment for you.

Yes! If every smoker knew what PHILIP MORRIS smokers know, they'd all choose PHILIP MORRIS.

CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS

TRY A PACK...TODAY

Ohio State Win
Upsets Pigskin Card Entries

Oscar Orland Leads A Record Breaking List
Of Accurate Forecasts

When the scorecards of the Saturday afternoon game against the Tigers were tallied, Mr. H. C. Curtis called Ohio State back on the field for another contest. The score was 24-0, and allowed them to score a turnover in the fourth quarter. Mr. Curtis then broke the record for correct forecasts, with 12 in a row. In the game, Mr. Curtis predicted the final score of 24-0, 21-3, and 18-6. The game was then played in the fourth quarter, with Mr. Curtis making his forecast 12-3-2. The final score was 24-0, and Mr. Curtis was correct in all 12 forecasts.

Ohio State won the game, and Oscar Orland leads the list of accurate forecasts. His accuracy in forecasting the outcome of games has earned him the title of "Forecaster of the Year." The accuracy rate of Mr. Orland's forecasts is 95%, making him the most accurate forecaster in the history of the sport.

The interfraternity football league has produced quite a few surprises this season. The most notable victory was by the Fly Fly Flyers, who defeated the Delta Tau Delta brothers 34-0. The Flyers' victory was fueled by a strong defense, which held the Delta Tau Delta offense to only three points. The Flyers' quarterback, Kevin Thompson, was named the MVP of the game.

The basketball and volleyball teams are also excelling this season. The basketball team has won all of its games so far, with a perfect 12-0 record. The volleyball team has also been successful, with a record of 10-2. The team's success has been attributed to the strong leadership of Coach Ed Glancy.

Basketball And Volleyball
Begin I-M Sports Program

The winter sports program of the intramural competition will begin with basketball and volleyball. The season opened on Tuesday, with men's basketball games against the Alpha Sigma Phi and Eta Psi fraternities. The Alpha Sigma Phi team won 97-58, while the Eta Psi team won 92-72.

The volleyball season opened on Wednesday, with women's volleyball games against the Delta Xi and Eta Sigma Gamma sororities. The Delta Xi team won 3-0, while the Eta Sigma Gamma team won 3-2.

See "THE RED CAP" And
SAVE 20 TO 30 %

On Furs, Men's, by
ALBERT BASKIN & CO.
Diamon, Watch, Costume, Shmooze

Lifestyle Catalogue Available

Contact the South Student Lounge
Heis, M.F., 12-1, 3-4
Phone: 923-6345

Also Christmas Cards — 50 for $1.00 with_names imprinted
New BE Course Covers Query, "Will It Pay?"

A course in engineering economic, ENRRT, is now being offered by the business and economics department for the first time at the Illinois Tech campus.

The primary purpose of the course is to teach individuals how to choose the best methods of performing a task when one or more alternate choices are under consideration.

The course will be studied on how to evaluate alternatives from an economic point of view. Such questions will be answered: Will it pay, is it profitable?

Recently, the state of Illinois passed a new regulating engineering business. Professional engineering certificates were granted to take professional evaluation tests. One section of this course is devoted to freshman engineering. Prof. Gerald J. Marshall of the business and economics department has been making a collection of economic questions given by Illinois, New York, and other states. These professional engineering exam questions are being gathered for the purpose of solving the economic engineering problems on the questionnaires.

The course in economics was first introduced into colleges in this country. It was during this period that there was a need for engineers to study the economic problems on a larger scale and to use the knowledge gained in the course.

© Placement

Wednesday, November 19
National Tube Co.

Thursday, November 20
Western Electric
Illinois Bell Telephone
Insull Trust Co.

Tuesday, November 25
Caruson Company

© TECH TIMETABLE

To enroll in the Tech Drama Club, see these which have been added with the Dow of students' activities.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19
Newman Club, 8 p.m., North Union Union and:
ITBA, 8:30 p.m., North Union
Boro, Corp.
Room 1 smoker, 9:45 p.m., North
Union Union and:
McClure Club, 7:30 p.m., Thea Xi House
Dramathech, 8:30 p.m., Chem. Mdg.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20
Pi Delta Epsilon, 7:45 a.m., Technology News
ETTA, 11 a.m., 11:30
Dramathech, 11 a.m., 1:00
Math lab, 11 a.m., 1:00
AGMA, 11 a.m., North Union Union and:
Chem. Dept. meeting of graduate students at 11 a.m., Chem.
Mdg.

Friday, November 21
Phi Nu Epilson, 11 a.m., Music office

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21
Chem. club, 4 p.m., North Union
Union
Lib. Club, 5 p.m., 8 p.m., North
Union Union

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22
Phi Beta Pi, 5 p.m., All Day, North Union Union

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 25
Physical Club, 11 a.m., S.N.T.
Alumni Club, 11 a.m., 1:00
Alpha Delta Theta, 11 a.m., 1:00
Central Junior College, 11 a.m., North
Union Union and:
ACE Two, 9:00 p.m., North Union
Union

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD

A ALWAYS MILD
B BETTER TASTING
C COOLER SMOKING

The sum-total of smoking pleasure. THEY SATISSFY